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Abstract. This article illustrates the vivid research field of hybrid and
context-aware recommender systems. Moreover, two own approaches to
deal with context-awareness in recommender systems, are described in
detail.

1 Introduction

With the help of recommendations, large collections of products, or services are
made accessible. Recommender systems support users by recommending content
considered as being particularly interesting for them. They play an important
role in handling large amounts of information. Often, the content and artifacts
a person might be interested in, depend on the specific situation: The current
location, season, user role, temperature, etc. Context-aware recommender sys-
tems try to exploit the usage context to improve the recommendation generation
process.

Unfortunately, to this day, no commonly accepted technical definition of con-
text does exist. Just for the term “context”, there are more than 150 definitions
from various disciplines. One of the most frequently cited definitions was pro-
posed by Abowd, Dey, and others [1]:

“Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation
of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered
relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including
the user, and applications themselves.”

This rather broad definition lets the designer decide what he or she considers
as relevant contextual information. This paper illustrates the state of the art
regarding context-aware recommendations and introduces two techniques that
incorporate both context information derived from system interaction (click-
stream, history) as well as information about the external circumstances (loca-
tion, time, season, etc.).

2 State of the Art

This section introduces into the research field of Recommender Systems. Begin-
ning with basic techniques, it explains state-of-the-art approaches of combining
them and, finally, integrating contextual information into a recommendation
process.
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2.1 Basic Recommendation Algorithms

Recommender systems have been established as an independent research area
during the 1990s, having their roots in various disciplines like cognitive science
and information retrieval. Most techniques can be roughly divided into content-
based [2], collaboration-based [3], and hybrid approaches [4, 5].

Content-based systems incorporate features associated to the objects of in-
terest. User ratings or transactions can be analysed in order to find out his or
her interests, to recommend items similar to those bought in the past or rated
as positive. For instance, neural nets, decision trees and vector-based represen-
tations can be used for that purpose. Collaborative filtering (CF) methods are
supposed to be the most widely implemented recommendation techniques. They
can be partitioned into classical User-based-CF and Item-based CF methods.
User-based techniques identify so-called mentors for a user by generating vectors
from the user’s ratings and comparing those vectors, for instance, by correlation
measurement or cosine. They assume that similar users are interested in similar
items. So the mentors ratings for items are multiplied by the mentors similarity
in order to predict the recommendations.

These computations may be time consuming and are often inappropriate
for real-time recommendations with massive data sets and tens of millions of
customers. Companies like Amazon.com therefore often use so-called Item-based
collaborative filtering, that is based on the ideas of Sarwar et al. [6]. For each
product a recommendation list of similar items is being pre-computed regularly
based on what users tend to purchase together.

2.2 Hybrid Approaches

Different recommendation approaches are often combined into so called hybrid
recommender systems (which may also incorporate information like social or
demographic data for instance). The majority of hybrid recommender systems
use collaborative filtering as the core method while content-based filtering offers
solutions to the shortcomings of CF.

Balabanovic & Shoham [7] force items to be, at the same time, close to the
user thematic profile, and highly rated by his neighbors as well. Pazzani [8]
compares users according to their content profiles and thereupon uses collabo-
rative filtering to generate recommendations. Other commonly cited approaches
that combine content-based and collaborative filtering have been introduced by
Melville et al. [9], Han & Karypis [10], and Wang et al. [11].

2.3 Context-aware Recommender Systems

Combining different techniques has been one of the main research interests within
the field of recommender systems as well as incorporating contextual information
[12, 13, 5, 14]. Context can be used in several ways to enhance recommender
systems. Shepitsen et al. for instance introduce an agglomerative hierarchical
clustering algorithm for social tagging systems [15]: A user-selected tag is used
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for a context-dependent limitation of the selected set of clusters considered for
the recommendation process.

A content-based model for adaptive recommendations with the help of a
use context is described by Kim and Kwon [16] using a set of four ontologies
from which the “use context” for a user is derived: Product, location, shopping
record and consumer. Most valued products are taken from the product ontology
with help of the consumer preferences and shopping record. The most valued
recommendations are taken and displayed in more detail. Products are ordered
in a concept hierarchy from broad to most specific. If the user chooses a concept,
the context switches and more specific information is shown. In this way, context
is used to control the information detail of recommendations.

Adomavicius et al. add contextual information as additional dimensions to
the given user and item dimension in an collaborative filtering approach [14]. The
recommendations are derived from the item ratings under the given context.

Contextual information for both the involved items and recommendation
process itself is proposed by Loizou et al. [17], who use an ontology containing
information about items and the recommendation process. The ontology is build
with the help of web services and expanded over time with new data to match
the current recommendation context at runtime. Suchlike information could for
instance contain metrics for usefulness for specific users. To extract recommen-
dations, this ontology is mapped into a vector space from which only relevant
parts are sliced out.

All theses systems work well in their specific environments, but there is still a
research gap regarding systematic, generic and extensible integration of context
information into the recommendation process. This paper introduces two frame-
works that address these questions and, beyond that, can be very useful for
hybrid recommender system prototyping as different recommender techniques
and context sources can smoothly be combined.

3 Experiences with SPREADR

In 1975, Collins & Loftus introduced a technique called “Spreading Activation”
[18]. This model was originally applied in the fields of psycho linguistics and se-
mantic priming [19]. Later, the idea was adopted by computer scientists: Spread-
ing activation techniques have successfully been used in several research areas
in computer science, most notably in information retrieval ([20–22]). The prin-
ciples of spreading activation have also been used by Pirolli & Card [23] in their
information foraging theory.

The basic concept behind Spreading Activation is that all relevant informa-
tion is mapped on a graph as nodes with a certain “activation level”. Relations
between two concepts are represented by a link between the corresponding nodes.
If for any reason one or more nodes are activated their activation level arises and
the activation is spread to the adjacent nodes (and the ones related to them and
so on) like water running through a river bed. Thereby the flow of activation is
attenuated the more it strides away from the initially activated node(s). At the
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end several nodes are activated to a certain degree that are semantically related
to the concepts originally selected.

At the beginning, each node has an initial activation value of 0. We use
the current context as the starting point for the Spreading Activation: When
a new session starts all necessary context information is sensed and the nodes
representing the recognized context factors are used as initial nodes to trigger
the activation flow. As a result concepts and items that are related to the cur-
rent context have a high activation value. A little example should illustrate this:
The setting may be an information portal for leisure activities. Imagine the user
starts a new session from Duisburg and the current time is evening. The system
recognizes the time and the current location. This may result in raising the acti-
vation levels of all venues located in her city and events that take place on that
particular evening are highly activated, too. Perhaps the system is configured
to take local weather information into account as a context factor. So perhaps
open air events may get a higher activation than indoor events. The flexible
architecture allows a combination of arbitrary context information. Finally all
nodes have a certain activation value that represents their degree of relevance in
the current situation.

After that run the activation values are not reset but refined with every
user action. If he clicks on a certain domain item - for instance a concert -
this interaction is taken into account, too. The node representing that particular
concert now is the initial node to another Spreading Activation run and transmit
activation energy to all related concepts and items. That may include the concept
of a concert in general (and thereby activating other concerts), the artist, the
music genre, the venue of the concert and so on. Each interaction adopts the
weights more and more to the current context and the user’s interests.

At this point no adaptation is performed yet. Only the underlying models
are adjusted to the current context and usage behavior. We believe that it is
a good idea to separate these model adjustment mechanisms from the process
of web page generation. Any changes in the page generation and presentation
framework won’t affect the reasoning part of the system and vice versa.

Several algorithms have been developed to implement the concept of spread-
ing activation. Details and a comparison can be found in Huang et al. [24]. We
chose the so called Branch-and-bound approach.

3.1 The branch-and-bound algorithm

The following steps describe a single Spreading Activation run. As mentioned
earlier the activation values are not reset after each cycle so that the networks can
develop into a kind of user and context profile. During a Spreading Activation
run two phases can be distinguished: Initialization and execution.

Initialization: Before the actual execution of spreading activation begins, the
network must be initialized:

1. The weights for the links are set based on the user’s individual context model.
Moreover, in our approach, the network is not necessarily in a blank state
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when a spreading activation run starts. Therefore, initial activation levels for
each node in the network are set. These are based on the resulting activation
levels of the previous run.

2. The initial nodes are activated with a certain value. The activation received
by the start nodes is added to their previous state. Optionally the new
activation level is calculated by applying an activation function to this sum.

3. The initial nodes are inserted into a priority queue ordered by descending
activation.

Execution: After initialization, the following steps are repeated until a defined
termination condition is fulfilled or the priority queue is empty. The termination
condition can be configured freely, but two pre-defined termination conditions
are provided: (1) A maximum of activated nodes is reached, (2) a maximum of
processed nodes is reached. A processed node is a node that has itself propagated
activation to adjacent nodes.

1. The node with the highest weight is removed from the queue.
2. The activation of that node is passed on to all adjacent nodes, if this is not

prevented by some restriction imposed on the spreading of activation. If a
node j receives activation from an adjacent node i, a new activation level is
computed for j.

Aj(t + 1) = Aj(t) + Oi(t)× wij × a

where Aj(t) is the previous activation of j, Oi(t) is the output activation of
i at the time t, wij is the weight of the relation between i and j and a is an
attenuation factor. The output activation of a node is the activation it has
received. An arbitrary function can be used to keep the values in a predefined
range. In most cases a linear or parabolic function will be meaningful.

3. The adjacent nodes that have received activation are inserted into the pri-
ority queue unless they have already been marked as processed.

4. The node that passed on its activation to the neighboring nodes is marked
as processed.

When a new spreading activation run is triggered the values are not reset, so
that the network is refined every time the process is executed. We implemented
an aging mechanism by attenuating each activation value by 5% before each new
spreading activation run.

3.2 Configuration

Certain constraints and termination conditions can be defined to to prevent ac-
tivation from spreading through the whole network and eventually activating
every single node. Additionally this allows for refining the Spreading Activation
process regarding performance. The process can be influenced for instance de-
pending on the concept type, the outgoing edges or the path-distance between
nodes. Details about those constraints can be found in [20] and [25].
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In addition, the sub-functions described above can be configured - for instance
the attenuation factor - or reverberation can either be allowed or prevented. This
means that a node j must not propagate activation to a node i if node j has
itself been activated by node i before in the same run. Finally, our spreading
activation mechanism allows the adjustment of relation type weights. A relation
type weight is used for each relation for which no individual weight has been set
in the initialization phase of the algorithm.

Details about SPREADR can be found in [26].

4 Experiences with DISCOVR

Like many other context-aware approaches (including some of the systems pre-
sented in Section 2), Discovr utilizes semantic background information repre-
sented as ontologies. All item- and context-related information to be incorpo-
rated by the system has to be modeled in an ontology1, for instance [CD Garth
Brooks - Beyond the Season]→ [suitable for holiday]→ [Christmas]. Surely, this
is a laborious task, but Discovr is mainly a framework for prototypical devel-
opment and the scenarios will more likely be several hundred items and concepts
rather than millions.

The components introduced in the upcoming section exploit this information
and build context-aware recommendations upon.

4.1 A service architecture for recommendations

One important idea that was present throughout all our concepts was to realize
the different components in the form of separate services. Each service has some
kind of input and some kind of output, so that they can be connected to each
other. While each service can present its data as a semantic model, for instance
for visualization and explanation purposes, most of the communication between
services takes place “on rails” in the way that the output type of one service
matches the input type of another. We divided the input types (which we call
triggers because they trigger the receiving component) and the output types into
five distinct categories (Figure 1):

– Semantic models,
– Sorted lists of resources from our domain model, with the sorting order based

upon the importance of the given resource,
– Lists of weighted resources with assigned weights between 0 (unimportant)

and 1 (very important),
– Numeric values,
– Textual data.

1 It may be useful to split the information into several ontologies for later reuse of
parts in other scenarios
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Fig. 1. Types of components of our service architecture, together with possible input
and output data types.

Each service accepts triggering input of one specific type at most, which
may be provided by one or more triggering services. The output of a service, on
the other hand, can be manifold, depending on the particular implementation.2

Additionally, each service can possess one or more background data source(s) in
the form of semantic models (RDF triples) if needed.

In Discovr, we distinguish three different categories of services (Figure 1):
Sensor, recommendation and utility services, all of them now explained in more
detail.

Sensor Services A sensor is a service that acquires information about the
user’s context: Information derived from system interaction or information about
external circumstances like the current temperature, which might be determined
by contacting a web service. For a sensor to operate, it might first be necessary
to retrieve already known information from another sensor: A weather sensor
might need to know the user’s current location, for example.

Most sensors’ output has the form of a list of weighted resources (for instance
closest cities along with their degree of adjacency). Some sensors, on the other
hand, simply return literal values like strings or numbers (IP address, geographic
coordinates).

Recommendation Services Recommendation services use their input in order
to generate recommendations (context-aware ones, if the output of sensors is
being incorporated). Typically, recommendation services require a background

2 Item-based recommendations for instance could be delivered both as ordered or
weighted resources.
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data source containing items to recommended and their relations to each other
in order to work properly.

The output of recommendation services is usually twofold: First, a recom-
mendation service produces a list of ordered or weighted resources that can (after
a possible filtering step) be presented to the user. Second, a recommendation ser-
vice also returns a semantic model that is a sub-model of the background data
source input and can be utilized as the background data source of yet another
recommendation service, such that these services can be chained.

Utility Services The last kind of services are utility services. Such a service
might filter its input according to specific criteria, like selecting only resources
that have a specific type, or limit the amount of results. Another example of a
utility service is a weighting service that assigns weights to a given, sorted list of
resources according to a specific formula (virtually acting as a converter between
sorted and weighted resources).

4.2 Experiences

We developed a virtual shopping and leisure portal including about 500 items like
DVDs, CDs, sport events, concerts, etc. to demonstrate DISCOVR’s potential
(Figure 2) and implemented a set of components as reusable building blocks for
hybrid, context-aware recommender systems.

4.3 Portal architecture

We implemented Discovr on top of the Spring Framework3 as a Java web
application including interfaces and abstract classes reflecting the components
introduced in Section 4. In addition, we realized several concrete sensor, rec-
ommender and filter modules for testing purposes: 8 Sensors for location, click-
stream, weather, season, etc.; 3 recommenders (Item-based Collaborative Fil-
tering, Spreading Activation and Rule-based) as well as 5 filters like a Sorted
Resource Weighter or a Weighted Resource Filter.

We assume that the general principles of item-based CF and rule-based rec-
ommendations are commonly known among the readership. Spreading Activa-
tion is a concept proposed in the 1970s by Collins and Loftus [18] and was
originally applied in the fields of psycholinguistics and semantic priming. Later,
computer scientists adopted the idea: The principles have successfully been used
in several research areas in computer science, most notably in information re-
trieval [21] or for predicting user behavior [27]. The basic idea is that within a
semantic network, certain elements are initially activated and spread this acti-
vation to adjacent elements. This activation flow runs through the network until
a certain stop condition is met. In our case, the semantic model supplied by the
background data source is converted into a directed graph, and those elements

3 http://www.springsource.org
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Fig. 2. Screenshot of a web-portal powered by DISCOVR including different areas for
recommendations. In this case: (1) is a ’traditional’ recommendation block for product
recommendations based on a Spreading Activation algorithm and the latest user clicks.
(2) shows local events suitable to current weather conditions. In (3) recommendations
for a chosen category (e. g. CDs) are presented with certain items (with special relevance
to upcoming holidays) presented as highlights (4).

reflecting the input values are initially activated and spread this energy in a
highly customizable fashion within the network. The service’s output is then
a list of resources together with their activation weights corresponding to the
activation values obtained during the activation process.

The portal makes strong use of the MVC design pattern, so that the in-
formation contained in the model can be displayed in various ways with the
components only being loosely coupled.

Recommendations are generated using Discovr’s service framework. A ser-
vice processor builds a dependency graph of all registered services and then
executes them in order. These services are realized as Java beans that are set up
using an XML configuration file. Possible configuration parameters of a given
service include the services that trigger this service, the background data source
(which is, in most cases, the domain model), or service-specific items like certain
filter criteria for a filtering service. A virtual service editor is planned as a future
extension to make the whole setup of the service chain configurable at run-time.

4.4 Context-aware recommendations

Now we want to give an example of a service processes that produce context-
aware recommendations of products associated with upcoming holidays (for in-
stance ’Christmas’, see Figure 3). For example, when the user’s last click was
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on a romantic movie, we would recommend (romantic) movies that are, in some
way, related to Christmas.

To achieve this, the output of a Holiday Sensor triggers a rule applying service
restricting the domain model to only those elements related to just this holiday.
This sub-model then serves as the background data source for an item-based
collaborative filtering triggered by the user’s last visited item. For the sake of
brevity, the additional background data required for the item-based collaborative
filtering approach (clicked items of other users) is not modeled here.
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SR
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Fig. 3. Another example of a service process. In this case, a combination of a rule-
applying selection service and an item-based collaborative filtering approach has been
chosen.

[28] contains details on the DISCOVR Framework.

5 Summary

This article introduced the field of context-aware (and hybrid) recommendation
generation. Furthermore, two approaches have been explained in detail.
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